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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP FORUM SPONSOR INTERVIEW
 

 

 

Five questions with Chris Kearns, 

Altis Consulting Higher Education 

Practice Lead 

 

Tell us about what Altis does and the 

specific assistance it offers its 

customers. 

Altis focusses exclusively on the field of 

Data & Analytics and has done so since 

commencing in 1998. We’ve had a strong 

focus on the Higher Education sector 

since 2009 including being closely 

involved with AAIR every year since we 

first participated at the SIG Forum hosted 

by Griffith University in 2009. We don’t 

just turn up to an AAIR event when it 

suits us; we are there at every SIG and/or 

Annual Forum to stay up to date with 

what’s happening in the sector, as well as 

to meaningfully contribute by presenting 

with our university customers. 

Whether it’s Big (or little) Data, on 

premise or in the cloud, our team of 90+ 

dedicated and highly-skilled staff 

provides services in all aspects of the  

 

data and analytics value chain, including: 

strategy/roadmap engagements, toolset 

selection, architecture, project 

management, solution delivery, AI/ML, 

training, knowledge/skills transfer, and 

Managed Services. Employing a proven 

combination of technical skill, expertise, 

leveraging experience, communication 

and listening, we deliver results that 

maximise business performance. 

Being vendor independent means that 

we don’t have a software agenda, rather, 

we are focussed on providing data and 

analytics solutions that deliver tangible 

business benefits for our customers. 

Our core ethos is ‘Connecting with 

Courage, Heart, and Insight’. In simple 

terms this means the firm commitment 

of our team to building lasting 

relationships with our clients and sharing 

the responsibility of delivering their 

outcomes. 

The diagram below summarises the 

services we provide. 

Can you briefly summarise some of your 

collaborations with universities?  

Altis has worked with more than 30 

universities across Australia, New 

Zealand and the United Kingdom, and 

one collaboration stands out from the 

perspective of how much interest it has 

generated in the sector at the time. We 

worked in partnership with the University 

of New England in 2010 to develop the 

Automated Wellness Engine (AWE), a  

 

solution that identifies students at-risk of 

leaving early, and interfaces with UNE’s 

CRM to allow automated initial 

intervention communications with these 

students. The AWE was the first of its 

kind in Australia, was very well regarded 

in the sector and is still in use by UNE 

today. Many Australian and New Zealand 

universities took inspiration from UNE’s 

solution in looking to develop their own 

approach to identifying students at-risk 

of leaving early. AWE was a true 

collaboration in that stakeholders from 

the business and IT worked together to 

develop the solution from mutual ideas 

scribbled on a white board. 

What do you anticipate the needs of 

your clients to be in the age of 

‘disruption’ in tertiary education? E.g. 

What are your thoughts around data 

and analytics for the future? 

The needs of our university clients in this 

disruptive time are many and varied, but 

can probably be distilled into three main 

questions, all focussing on data and 

analytics for the future: 

How to do more with less? With 

government funding effectively reducing, 

universities have to increasingly rely on 
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data to support the decision-making 

process, so that they can achieve more 

with limited resources. Examples of using 

data to become more effective/efficient 

include: deciding which courses/units to 

discontinue; utilising demographic, 

behavioural, and progress data to help 

identify students at-risk of leaving early 

to aid in proactive intervention; 

optimisation of facilities through analysis 

of WiFi usage; identifying where students 

are dropping out of the pipeline in order 

to change business processes to plug the 

leaks. 

How to sort through the vendor hype and 

settle on a Data & Analytics solution that 

is right-sized and scalable for your 

university? Data and analytics software 

and services vendors are constantly 

coming out with new software/services. 

On top of that, business solution vendors 

are now also offering out-of-the-box 

analytics solutions as part of their SMS, 

CRM, etc. The challenge for universities is 

to figure out what is suitable for their 

needs. How much can you build yourself? 

Can the vendor tools/solutions do all that 

they claim? How to handle on-premise 

and cloud-data sources as well as 

structured and unstructured data? These 

are all questions that need to be worked 

through. 

How to get started on a Data & Analytics 

journey or how to reset course? The 

approach to take will depend on where 

the university is on their journey already, 

the state of their existing data and 

analytics solution, the overarching 

strategic goals of the university, and the 

degree to which departments/faculties 

are aligned to the universities priorities 

for data. Where strategy and priorities 

are well understood, it might be a case of 

getting on with delivering the highest 

priority datasets. Where strategy and 

priorities are less well understood, it 

might be time to take stock and seek 

alignment/consensus on a data and 

analytics strategy/roadmap. 

What has Altis learned from its 

involvement with the Higher Education 

sector in Australia, New Zealand and 

the UK? 

Three key lessons spring to mind: 

The higher education sector is very 

willing to share ideas and best practices. 

Forums like AAIR are a great way for 

universities to see what others are doing, 

share ideas, and interact with vendors 

working in the space. We are proud to 

have been associated with AAIR every 

year since we first attended the AAIR SIG 

Forum at Griffith University in 2009. I 

think the sector appreciates the long-

term and consistent commitment that 

Altis has made and will continue to make. 

Universities that seek alignment across 
departments/faculties on a data and 
analytics strategy and roadmap are more 
likely to achieve their strategic goals with 
data. The key is to involve stakeholders 
from across the university and to have 
them involved in determining and 
committing to the 

prioritisation/reprioritisation of steps in 
the roadmap. 

We’ve found that the Altis way of 

‘Connecting with Courage, Heart, and 

Insight’, forming long-term partnerships 

with AAIR and universities, and striving 

to deliver tangible business outcomes for 

our customers, has proven to resonate 

well with the higher education sector. 

How can people connect with Altis?  

If anyone would like to get in touch with 

Altis to learn more about how we’ve 

helped deliver tangible business 

outcomes for our university partners and 

how we might be able to help them, then 

please get in touch. 

 

Chris Kearns 
Higher Education Practice Lead 
Altis Consulting 
 
+61 2 9211 1522 
chrisk@altis.com.au 
www.altis.com.au 
 

Altis has offices in Sydney, Canberra, 

Melbourne, Auckland and London. To 

contact the regional manager of any of 

these offices, please visit the Altis 

Connect page. 

  

mailto:chrisk@altis.com.au
www.altis.com.au
https://altis.com.au/connect/
https://altis.com.au/connect/
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 
 

 

Are you in the game? 
 
It is the rankings announcements 
‘season’, and over the last few weeks we 
have been hearing the familiar 
announcements and reports in the media 
about the latest ranking release. 
Although I should resist it, particularly as 
it is part of my role to submit the data for 
these exercises, I am going to take a bit 
of a leap and tell you that I actually call it 
the ‘silly season’. You would think that 
given that it is part of my job, I would be 
more reverent about it, but after having 
done it for so long I sometimes find it 
difficult to do so. Don’t get me wrong, I 
do think they are important, and I do 
spend time analysing the results and 
dealing with ways of improving our 
scores without breaking any rules or 
circumventing what can be an important 
tool for prospective students and staff. 
However, I wonder now if we don’t have 
overload and dilution. I also wonder if the 
amount of time and effort needed to 
participate is really a distraction from the 
core roles of tertiary education, which I 
see as research, learning, helping to 
develop and participating in strong 
economies, and being a critic and 
conscience of society. 

 
I know that some institutions have 
beefed up the number of people involved 
in the ranking exercises. At my own 

institution this has certainly been the 
case. It used to be that it was just me and 
my husband—who also worked here at 
the university—that were involved, which 
made for some interesting dinner 
conversations that eventually led to our 
daughters banning discussion about 
rankings during dinner! I can now count 
at least five other people who are 
involved, although not necessarily full 
time, across a couple of areas here. We 
are also doing more reporting to various 
groups, including the University Council, 
and including KPIs (key performance 
indicators) and KRAs (key result areas) 
related to rankings in our various plans. 
 
Has all of this made a difference? I think 
the jury is still out, but I also believe that 
you have to be in the game no matter 
what your opinion is of rankings and their 
methodologies. In some ways it is just 
another form of benchmarking that we 
are all interested in and may be required 
to do. 

 
So, what do you do at your institution 
and how much effort do you put into the 
game – sorry I should say into the ranking 
exercises? 

• Do you worry about performance in 
ranking exercises at your institution? 

• Do you make a conscious effort to 
improve performance? 

• Do you watch just the big three, e.g. 
QS1, THE2 and ARWU3, or do you 
follow more of them such as the US 
News and World Report4, 
Webometrics5, RUR6, etc.? 

• Do you have a dedicated team 
involved? 

• Do you use information from IREG 
(Observatory on Academic Ranking 
and Excellence) at all? 

 
Take our 30 second poll and let us know. 
Take the Poll 
 
Finally, a bit of fun. I recently found a 
ranking that has been around a few years 
called Fortunate 500 World University 
Rankings. Check out the methodology 
used! I particularly like the Binary Growth 
Observation (also known as BINGO) 
method they use. You won’t be surprised 
when you see as part of their copyright 
statement the following: Published every 
April 1 since 2016. The date is obviously 
part of the methodology too! 

 
Kathie Rabel, AAIR 
President 

 
 

 

                                                                                 
1 QS: Quacarelli Symonds (QS World University Rankings) 
2 THE: Times Higher Education (THE World University Rankings) 
3 ARWU: Academic Ranking of World Universities 
4 US News and World Report: US News Best Global Universities Rankings 
5 Webometrics: Ranking Web of Universities 
6 RUR: Round University Ranking 

http://ireg-observatory.org/en/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/university-rankings
https://www.fortunate500universities.com/world
https://www.fortunate500universities.com/world
https://www.fortunate500universities.com/methodology
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SECTOR NEWS AND 
VIEWS 

 
Gamechangers … 
 
ANU has a new undergraduate entry 
system for students to use to apply for a 
study place, campus accommodation and 
scholarships. And the university asserts it 
is acting on its authority as a national 
leader in championing education 
opportunity. ANU’s DVC Academic 
Professor Marnie Hughes Warrington has 
detailed the plan and says “Being the 
national university means giving students 
support and encouragement from their 
very first encounter with tertiary 
education: admissions” Campus Morning 
Mail also provided a comprehensive 
summary of the changes on May 31. 
 
Shane Duggan from RMIT has written for 
The Conversation claiming the new ANU 
entrance criteria may not do much to 
improve equity of access and claims “less 
advantaged students require significant 
additional supports, well beyond 
acknowledging their diverse pathways 
for entry into a degree program”. 
 
Victoria University’s (Melbourne) new 
first year model is set to be expanded. 
The model was offered to first-year 
students this year and due to its 
popularity and success will now be 
expanded to second-year students next 
year and then across all bachelor and 
postgraduate courses in 2020. 
 
Lots of hoo-ha (I’ve always wanted to 
write that aloud) about ANU’s 
withdrawal from plans to establish a 
course in western civilisation with the 
Ramsay Centre. The Australian even 
raised questions about this in light of 
financial contributions from Dubai, Iran 
and Turkey and spent several weeks 
running “exclusive” articles about the 
“controversy”. Plenty of entertaining 
comments on Twitter though to keep it 
all relatively light – especially Ben Eltham 
(New Matilda) who reminded us that, 
“News flash. You can already study 
‘western civilization’ at nearly every 
Australian university. It’s called an Arts 
degree” (@beneltham). 
 
Other news 
 
For the first time, higher education 
providers will be assessed for registration 
renewal purposes on their provision of 
student support services. The 
additional standards, which came into 
effect in 2017, were largely a response to 

the Human Rights Commission’s report 
on sexual harassment and assault on 
campus. The Tertiary Education Quality 
and Standards Agency (TEQSA), which 
administers registrations, says the new 
standards were introduced to ensure 
student safety. 
 
Unis told to review staffing, courses as 
enrolments slide. Victoria University and 
Federation University of Australia are 
losing students and facing questions 
about long-term sustainability from the 
Victorian Auditor-General. Andrew 
Greaves has urged the universities to 
review staff numbers and the range of 
courses they offered in a report that 
found they were losing cash and students 
despite operating in a growing sector. 
 
The University of Melbourne will play a 
key role in educational reform in Saudi 
Arabia following the country’s decision to 
use the university’s Assessment Research 
Centre to develop a competency-based 
learning program for its 36,000 schools. 
The work is expected to lead to major 
changes in the curriculum and encourage 
students to go beyond mastery of subject 
content, acquiring the additional skills, 
attitudes and values that will help them 
to thrive in a modern economy. 
 
Victoria University is launching a strategy 
to “celebrate cultural diversity and 
prepare students to thrive as global 
citizens.” The university will, “embed a 
broad spectrum of culturally-inclusive 
and educational experiences into VU 
curricula and assessments.” Among other 
measures, the policy will also, “provide 
intercultural training and mentoring for 
staff and students,” connect with 
community organisations and “develop 
more education pathways for NESB 
students and refugees.” 
 
Consultant Studymove has examined the 
fees Australian universities are charging 
international students for 4677 programs 
this year. Average undergraduate fees 
across the system grew from $26 200 in 
2015 to $29 235. The all-university 
average for UG and PG courses is up 4.9 
per cent on 2017, a bigger increase than 
the 2016-17 4.2 per cent increase. The 
fee-spread is; zero to 3 per cent, ten 
universities, 3 per cent – 6 per cent, 12 
universities, 7 per cent – 9 per cent, seven 
universities and 10 per cent – 17 per cent, 
nine universities. 
 
New ‘virtual kidnapping’ scam targeting 
Chinese students makes use of data 
shared online. A warning about an 
international scam targeting Chinese 
students in Australia was issued by the 

A bumper month of news, if I do 
say so myself! 

There were two significant 
announcements in late May/early 
June, of which I’ve borrowed the 
‘gamechanger’ terminology for 
this issue of the newsletter: 
ANU’s New Admissions for 2020 
model and Victoria University’s 
new First Year Model for 
teaching. This news coincided 
with the release of the final 
report from the Australian Higher 
Education Standards Panel, 
Improving retention, completion 
and success in higher education 
(summary p. 9). With additional 
funding for bachelor courses 
linked to performance outcomes 
from 2020, strategies targeting 
attrition and student success will 
become the focus of institutional 
planning. In this shifting higher 
education landscape, the 
recommendations from this 
report—all agreed on by the 
current government—will require 
considered buy-in from various 
educational stakeholders. 

This issue also introduces a (soon 
to be) periodic update from the 
Australian Network of University 
Planners (ANUP), and a brief 
message from the outgoing 
Chair, Martin Hanlon (p. 14) 

Ahead of the upcoming AAIR SIG 
Forum in Canberra, we had the 
pleasure of interviewing Chris 
Kearns from Altis Consulting. 
Chris is Altis’s Higher Education 
Practice Leader and has worked 
with over 30 universities across 
Australia, New Zealand and the 
UK. Altis is the Platinum Sponsor 
for this year’s AAIR SIG Forum, 
and Chris is a long-time friend of 
AAIR. We thank Altis and Chris 
Kearns for their support over the 
past nine years. 

Happy reading – Tracy 

EDITORIAL 

https://missunitwocents.tumblr.com/post/174380199330/national-admissions-for-the-national-university
http://campusmorningmail.com.au/news/anus-new-entry-scheme-who-it-welcomes-and-how-it-works/?utm_campaign=website&utm_source=sendgrid.com&utm_medium=email
https://theconversation.com/anus-new-entrance-criteria-wont-do-much-to-improve-equity-97533?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20June%206%202018%20-%20103449111&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20June%206%202018%20-%20103449111+CID_ca134b9722c6a028c3c1ae44dd099957&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=ANUs%20new%20entrance%20criteria%20wont%20do%20much%20to%20improve%20equity
https://www.smh.com.au/national/victoria/stay-on-topic-the-university-shake-up-that-s-lifting-students-grades-20180529-p4zi79.html
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/act/anu-pulls-out-of-new-ramsay-centre-degree-in-western-civilisation-20180601-p4zj0e.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/mideast-countries-give-anu-funding/news-story/e030ba981b3c711f9984092fc1b773ce
https://twitter.com/beneltham/status/1002752692224028674
https://www.teqsa.gov.au/higher-education-standards-framework-2015
https://www.campusreview.com.au/2017/08/one-in-five-students-sexually-harassed-in-2016-human-rights-report/
https://www.campusreview.com.au/2017/08/one-in-five-students-sexually-harassed-in-2016-human-rights-report/
https://www.campusreview.com.au/2017/08/one-in-five-students-sexually-harassed-in-2016-human-rights-report/
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/teqsa-force-universities-to-act-on-sexual-misconduct/news-story/d481f1169cac0e4e21e9c7fa28dfdd9e
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/teqsa-force-universities-to-act-on-sexual-misconduct/news-story/d481f1169cac0e4e21e9c7fa28dfdd9e
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/unis-told-to-review-staffing-courses-as-enrolments-slide/news-story/61e79cf323a4a01f8a38ae8d55fa2fd2
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/unis-told-to-review-staffing-courses-as-enrolments-slide/news-story/61e79cf323a4a01f8a38ae8d55fa2fd2
http://apo.org.au/system/files/173261/apo-nid173261-777696.pdf
http://newsroom.melbourne.edu/news/saudi-arabia-chooses-melbourne-experts-transform-education
http://newsroom.melbourne.edu/news/saudi-arabia-chooses-melbourne-experts-transform-education
https://www.vu.edu.au/about-vu/news-events/news/vu-takes-cultural-diversity-to-the-next-level-with-institution-wide-strategy
https://www.studymove.com/index.php/news
https://theconversation.com/new-virtual-kidnapping-scam-targeting-chinese-students-makes-use-of-data-shared-online-96910?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993+CID_e9d02dd0b6194d80ce75c9419f9d3825&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=New%20virtual%20kidnapping%20scam%20targeting%20Chinese%20students%20makes%20use%20of%20data%20shared%20online
https://theconversation.com/new-virtual-kidnapping-scam-targeting-chinese-students-makes-use-of-data-shared-online-96910?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993+CID_e9d02dd0b6194d80ce75c9419f9d3825&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=New%20virtual%20kidnapping%20scam%20targeting%20Chinese%20students%20makes%20use%20of%20data%20shared%20online
https://theconversation.com/new-virtual-kidnapping-scam-targeting-chinese-students-makes-use-of-data-shared-online-96910?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20May%2022%202018%20-%20102318993+CID_e9d02dd0b6194d80ce75c9419f9d3825&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=New%20virtual%20kidnapping%20scam%20targeting%20Chinese%20students%20makes%20use%20of%20data%20shared%20online
https://www.afp.gov.au/news-media/media-releases/scam-warning-fake-%E2%80%98virtual-kidnapping%E2%80%99-scam-targets-chinese-australians
http://www.anu.edu.au/study/apply/new-admissions-for-2020
http://www.anu.edu.au/study/apply/new-admissions-for-2020
https://www.vu.edu.au/about-vu/university-profile/teaching-learning-at-vu/innovative-approach-to-tertiary-education
https://www.vu.edu.au/about-vu/university-profile/teaching-learning-at-vu/innovative-approach-to-tertiary-education
https://www.education.gov.au/news/release-final-report-improving-retention-completion-and-success-higher-education
https://www.education.gov.au/news/release-final-report-improving-retention-completion-and-success-higher-education
anup.aair.org.au
anup.aair.org.au
https://leishman.eventsair.com/QuickEventWebsitePortal/aair-sig-2018/aair-sig-info-site
https://leishman.eventsair.com/QuickEventWebsitePortal/aair-sig-2018/aair-sig-info-site
https://altis.com.au/
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Australian Federal Police on May 14, 
2018. In a typical scenario, students are 
contacted by someone pretending to be 
from the Chinese Embassy or Consulate 
telling them that they have been 
implicated in a serious crime in China or 
Taiwan, and asking them to collaborate 
with investigations. 
 
ASQA to assess partners in applications. 
The Australian Skills Quality Authority 
will assess an institution’s partners when 
considering new applications for 
registered training organisations, in a 
move that has left some questioning the 
timing of the decision and accusing the 
regulator of having an adversarial 
approach. 
 
Six things Labor’s review of tertiary 
education should consider. Geoff 
Sharrock from the University of 
Melbourne examined Labor’s post-
secondary education plans in The 
Conversation (May 25) calling for an 
independent review to oversee tertiary 
education and examine plans for the long 
term. 
 
The University of Tasmania advises 
recruitment service provider 
PageUp may have been hacked. 
Information on the PageUp system that 
could be at risk is from people who 
successfully applied for university 
jobs between January and June may 
include; bank details, tax file number, 
address, mobile phone number and 
licence number. 

 
Apologies for missing this worthy piece 
in the May issue: Does it pay to graduate 
from an ‘elite’ university? Not as much as 
you’d think (co-authored by David 
Carroll, from Monash University). New 
research indicates that attending one of 
these elite universities doesn’t in itself 
significantly increase the average starting 
salary for graduates. This article has had 
a good deal of coverage this month, 
including in Campus Review and 
University World News. 
 
Campus News 
 
The University of Queensland is set to 
become the first major university in the 
world to offset 100 per cent of its 
electricity usage through its own 
renewable energy asset. UQ would 
become energy neutral by 2020 with the 
establishment of a $125 million solar 
farm to offset its annual electricity needs. 
 

Rankings and ratings – and there’s a lot 
this month. 
 
QS World University Rankings 2019: Five 
Australian universities are in the world 
top 50, with seven in the first 100. Big 
improvers include, University of 
Tasmania, Swinburne and Flinders. All 
NZ unis made it into the top 500, but only 
Waikato and Lincoln universities 
improved their standings. 
 
THE World University Rankings, Top 250 
Under 50: Eight Australian unis in the top 
50 with UTS topping the list (16) followed 
by QUT (20). As well, THE has produced 
three subset rankings: Millennials 
(universities established between 2000 
and the present day), Generation Y 
(established between 1986 and 1999) and 
Generation X (established between 1968 
and 1985).  
 
The new UMultirank has been released 
featuring comparable data on hundreds 
of universities, including 29 Australian 
ones. 

 
From University World News: A new 
ranking – Countries ready for the coming 
wave of automation. South Korea, 
Singapore, Japan, Germany and Canada 
are the countries most prepared for the 
coming wave of automation driven by 
robotics, artificial intelligence and other 
technologies, according to a new ranking 
by the Economist Intelligence Unit. The 
top five are way ahead of even the next 
five in the top 10, based on a set of 52 
indicators – and the best-performing 
countries need proper policies to meet 
the challenges head-on, including the 
adaptation of education systems, 
according to the just-released report, 
Who is Ready for the Coming Wave of 
Automation? (See p. 9 in ’Reports’). 

 
The 2017 Student Experience Survey 
(SES) has been released. Administered 
by ANU’s Social Research Centre on 
behalf of the government and published 
via the Quality Indicators for Learning 
and Teaching (QILT) website, the survey 
found over 77 per cent of all students 
across 99 institutions – including all 41 
universities – were satisfied with their 
experience. The 218,569 responses from 
both undergraduate and postgraduate 
students diverged in some respects. 
Undergraduates rated their overall 
experience three percentage points more 
than postgraduates. Additionally, while 
learner engagement lagged for both, just 
52 per cent of postgrads were engaged, 
compared with 60 per cent of 
undergrads.  

THE World Reputation Rankings 2018: 
results announced. Asia’s leading 
universities still lack the global standing 
that is enjoyed by many of their peers in 
the UK and the US, according to Times 
Higher Education’s list of the world’s most 
prestigious universities. 
 
The CWTS Leiden Ranking for 2018 is 
also now available. This year’s figures 
cover 2013-16 and 25 Australian 
universities and four NZ institutions 
make the top 1000 for total publications, 
(collaborative papers are allocated 
fractionally). Impact rankings for all 
universities: University of Sydney 30, 
University of Melbourne 33, UoQ 37, 
UNSW 58, Monash U 64, UWA 151, 
University of Adelaide 169, University of 
Auckland 199, ANU 201, University of 
Otago 284, Curtin 316, Griffith 325, QUT 
349, Deakin 358, University of Newcastle 
361, Wollongong 369, Macquarie 419, 
UniSA 471, UniTas 473, UTS 476, RMIT 
480, Flinders 516, JCU 549, La Trobe 575, 
Massey 590, Western Sydney University 
609, University of Canterbury 735, 
Victoria University of Wellington 736, 
Swinburne 739, Murdoch U 876 and UNE 
936. 
 
Four Australian universities have made it 
into the top 100 ranked universities in the 
world. The list, compiled by the Center 
for World University Rankings (CWUR), 
grades universities on seven factors 
without relying on surveys and university 
data submissions: quality of teaching, 
alumni employment, quality of faculty, 
research output, quality publications, 
influence, and citations. Leading the way 
is the University of Melbourne at number 
57, followed by the University of Sydney, 
the University of Queensland and the 
Australian National University. 

 
Japan and South Korea lead the 2018 
Reuter’s ranking of the Asia Pacific’s 
most innovative universities, with 
Monash University leading the five 
Australian unis, at 25 (28 in 2017). Japan 
and South Korea have four institutions 
each in the top ten, with China and 
Singapore having one each. The ranking 
is based on Web of Science research 
citations plus other data sources 
including patent filings.  
 
How international university rankings are 
shaking up higher ed. Global university 
rankings are growing in popularity as a 
method of measuring the perceived 
values of various institutions in providing 
a degree that can have significant return 
on investment, writes The Economist. 
The publication mentions the 
ShanghaiRanking Academic Ranking of 
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World Universities list of 500 global 
leading institutions as just one of around 
20 now frequently referenced 
international league tables. 
 
But this is the type of ranking that really 
matters: Between the lines: the first UK 
HE car parking ranking – From Wonkhe 
of course 
 
Meanwhile in New Zealand 
 
Abolition of tuition fees forces New 
Zealand funding freeze. New Zealand 
universities’ worst fears appear to have 
been realised, with the staged 
elimination of tuition fees costing them 
any hope of a funding increase. 
The Labour-led government’s 
first budget, handed down on 17 May, 
included almost no additional money for 
higher education. Representative body 
Universities NZ said that this would leave 
institutions about 3 per cent worse off in 
real terms over the next 12 months. 
 
New Zealand: international education is 
key to diplomacy. New Zealand’s ability 
to attract students from around the 
world and incorporate them into society 
is a crucial component to the country’s 
ongoing ability to achieve its objectives, 
according to a new report from 
Education New Zealand. The Beyond The 
Economic report, which compiles 
research from destinations including 
Australia, the US, UK and Canada and 
contextualises it to New Zealand through 
case studies, found that among the 
broader benefits of international 
education, hosting students from 
overseas established diplomatic 
relationships around the world. 
 
New Zealand’s post-study work visa 
policy set to change. The New Zealand 
government has opened a consultation 
on proposed changes to post-study work 
visas for international students that 
would see work rights for students below 
degree level restricted, a policy that was 
first announced during the electoral 
campaign last year by the Labour party. 
 
Around the world  
 
New 1-year limit for some Chinese 
students in US as Senate debates IP risk. 
From June 11, certain Chinese students in 
the U.S. may have their student visa 
limited to one year in duration if they are 
studying in “sensitive” fields such as 
robotics, aviation and high-tech 
manufacturing. 

Apple's New Focus: Student ID Cards.  
Using Near-Field Communications 
technology, students will be able to 

access a multitude of services on campus 
just by waving their phone or watch near 
compatible readers. Six U.S. universities 
have been working with Apple and 
Blackboard on the initiative, including 
Duke, Johns Hopkins, Santa Clara and 
Temple Universities and the Universities 
of Alabama and Oklahoma. 

 
Scrapped tuition fees boost Germany’s 
popularity.  The absence of tuition fees at 
most universities in Germany appears to 
be the chief aspect international students 
consider when making their choice of 
where to study, ahead of the quality of 
higher education offered. The key 
consideration in funding their study 
period abroad is being allowed to work 
part-time, a recent study found. 
 
Huge student debts are unfair. Let's 
move towards a graduate contribution. In 
the UK the government is re-examining 
how universities should be paid for. It’s 
an opportunity to radically overhaul the 
system says Chris Husbands writing for 
The Guardian. 

 

BIG DATA, ONLINE 
LEARNING, ANALYTICS 

& TECHNOLOGY 
 
Facebook’s Teachable Moment: What 
Higher Ed Can Do to Improve User 
Behavior. Higher education information 
security and privacy professionals have 
long recognised that changing user 
behaviour is at the core of any successful 
information security awareness strategy. 
Cybersecurity awareness is just as 
important today, and higher education 
practitioners continue to evolve and 
refine their approaches to information 
security awareness education. 
 
Adrian Barnett (QUT) and Scott Sisson 
(UNSW) discuss sample size in A survey 
needs to involve how many people 
before I’m convinced?  Research studies, 
opinion polls and surveys all rely on 
asking a number of people about 
something to try to extract some pattern 
of behaviour or predict a result. But how 
many people do you need to ask for that 
finding to have any convincing meaning? 
 
Analysis of 1.5bn tweets by 5.25m 
tweeters in the U.S. has identified 
clusters of people with entrepreneurial 
characteristics. What differentiates this 
research is the approach’s potential; 
“prior research had to rely on hundreds of 
thousands, or even millions, of people 
that filled out personality tests for 

research purposes, our study indicates 
that one can achieve similar results when 
‘simply’ analysing publicly available social 
media data by using artificial intelligence 
methods and a big data approach”. 
 
The GDPR has finally arrived (as you 
would have noted in your email 
communications about privacy updates). 
Anne Stone, Senior Manager, TBI 
Communications has written a useful 
blog in The Scholarly Kitchen outlining 
the impact on data protection in the EU 
and beyond and specifically for academic 
publishing in the open context. 
 
Also, an excellent simple summary of the 
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation 
from the UK’s Conversation: GDPR: 
ground zero for a more trusted, 
secure internet. Bottom line: “GDPR 
ensures that consent is explicit, the days 
of consent by default are over… ”. And in 
The Conversation (June 7), Here’s what a 
privacy policy that’s easy to understand 
could look like. 
 
MOOCs Are Global. So Where Do They 
Stand With New European Privacy Laws?  
On May 25 strict privacy regulations 
came into effect for the European Union. 
And that’s forcing companies and 
colleges around the globe to revaluate 
their data policies and practices. For 
massive open online courses, which 
straddle colleges and universities and the 
private sector, expectations around 
compliance are murky. 
 
From The Evolllution, interview with Ben 
Sowter from the QS Intelligence Unit: 
How to Overcome Obstacles and Make 
Data Part of the Institutional Decision-
Making Fabric. By better leveraging data, 
colleges and universities can transform 
operations and support student success, 
but it’s critical to keep change 
management processes in mind when 
stitching data into an institution’s fabric. 
 
Private Colleges Give Ground on Student 
Data. In the U.S., lobbying group for 
independent colleges says it's open to 
expanding federal data collection on 
student outcomes but remains opposed 
to student-level database favoured by 
public colleges and many policy makers. 
 
Private Colleges Give Ground on Student 
Data. Also in the U.S., lobbying group for 
independent colleges says it's open to 
expanding federal data collection on 
student outcomes but remains opposed 
to student-level database favoured by 
public colleges and many policy makers. 
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From eCampus News: The benefits of 
open source virtualization. Open source 
virtualisation shares many traits with 
proprietary virtualisation software. Both 
allow organizations to consolidate 
physical servers into powerful virtual 
machines. Both can greatly reduce an 
organisation’s data centre footprint, 
reducing costs and complexity. And both 
can pair with automation to reduce the 
need for manual oversight. 
 
No Longer Overlooked: New Federal 
Data Reveal Outcomes for Non-
Traditional College Student.  From the 
U.S. The Outcomes Measures (OM) data 
from the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System (IPEDS) promises 
to shine a light on the large proportion of 
college students who previously were not 
reflected in existing federal graduation 
statistics. 
 
6 big-impact technologies on the higher-
ed horizon. Analytics technologies, 
makerspaces, and redesigning learning 
spaces are just a few of the numerous 
technology developments and trends 
outlined in a preview of the forthcoming 
annual Horizon Report. The Horizon 
Report was on shaky ground after the 
New Media Consortium unexpectedly 
shut its doors in early 2018, but 
EDUCAUSE acquired the rights to the 
report and continued the research. 
 
When More Info Isn't Better for Students. 
New findings by researchers at Stanford 
University suggest that academically 
competitive college students actually 
perform worse over all when they get 
access to digital course-planning 
platforms that show how previous 
students performed. 
 
AI is the new space race. Here’s what the 
biggest countries are doing. The U.S. and 
China currently dominate the world of 
artificial intelligence, but used very 
different approaches to get there. While 
the U.S.’s academic system has 
generated and incubated the research 
that made today’s AI possible, China’s 
government has now pledged billions in 
funding and offered the technology its 
“full-throated” support. 
 
Will Blockchains Revolutionize 
Education? Public blockchains and 
permissioned distributed ledgers could 
be applied successfully in many ways to 
education and learning. Distributed 
ledgers still will require a common 
language to describe their records and 
must provide a foundation for rich sets of 
services beyond just issuing and 
retrieving records. 

The NSW Parliamentary Research 
Service has also released a briefing paper 
on blockchain technology outlining 
current and potential uses, as well as 
noting the potential risks and challenges 
this technology may pose 
to policymakers. 
 
25 Million Reasons Why LinkedIn / 
Microsoft Will Buy Coursera. Joshua Kim 
from Inside Higher Ed weighs up the 
recent activity indicating why 
LinkedIn/Microsoft should buy Coursera. 
 
From eCampus News: How to make data 
meaningful for today’s students. This 
year in the U.S. over 21 million students 
will enrol in one of over 6,000 schools. 
How will they fare? Given the current 
data infrastructure of higher education, 
we won’t know the answer to any of 
those fundamental questions. This 
severely hampers students’, parents’, and 
the federal government’s ability to make 
smart investments in college. The lack of 
data also prevents higher education from 
moving forward: without good data on 
outcomes, stakeholders are locked into 
an input-based regulatory structure that 
constrains innovation. 
 

GRADUATE OUTCOMES 
AND EMPLOYABILITY 

 
Udacity and Google launch free career 
courses for interview prep, resume 
writing and more. Udacity has 
announced a new partnership with 
Google that will make a number of career 
courses freely available to recent 
graduates and mid-career professionals. 
The free career courses, which mark a 
first for Udacity, will focus on helping 
employees improve their chances of 
getting a job, no matter whether that’s a 
first job or we are talking about a mid-
career course change. 
 
To improve internships and placements, 
embed technology in their design.  As 
more and more jobs become digital, 
students need technological skills. Work 
integrated learning needs to prepare 
students so they can pursue their career 
goals and give them a snapshot of the 
digital future. 
 
From The Evolllution: With the Growth in 
the Number of Short-Term Credential 
Programs, Why is Stackability and 
Employer Engagement Critical? When 
short-term credentials are designed in 
partnership between postsecondary 
institutions and employers, they set the 

credential holder up for success in the 
labour market. 
 

LEARNING & TEACHING 
 
The Tertiary Education Quality and 
Standards Agency (TEQSA) has entered 
into a memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) with Advance HE, whose focus 
includes championing the continual 
development of teaching and learning in 
higher education. Advance HE was 
recently formed as a result of the merger 
of the United Kingdom’s Equality 
Challenge Unit, the Higher Education 
Academy (HEA) and the Leadership 
Foundation for Higher Education. 
 
Teacher development is neglected in 
internationalisation. International 
education is Australia’s largest service 
export, contributing AU$28 billion to the 
national economy in 2016-2017. 
Australia’s National Strategy for 
International Education 2025 sets a 
target for international enrolment of 
990,000 students by 2025. However, 
Australian teachers are facing significant 
professional challenges in addressing the 
learning needs of international students. 
Experts in the field including Betty Leask 
and Jos Beelen and Douglas Proctor 
noted teachers are a key player in 
facilitating internationalisation in higher 
education and are directly impacted by 
this process. 
 
Are high-stakes exams useful to the 
learning process?  There are some 
wonderful teaching-learning initiatives 
taking place in universities all over the 
world. Yet, there is one area of the 
curriculum that some academics will not 
let go of – the single, ‘high-stakes’ exam. 
To fail this exam means to fail the 
subject, especially when a further hurdle 
is attached, for example, expecting 
students to achieve at least 75% on the 
exam to qualify to pass the subject. 
 
Facebook Community College. In the 
U.S. the world's largest social media 
company is partnering with community 
colleges and sharing a curriculum for 
digital advertising and media training. 
 

RESEARCH 
 
The Australian Research Council has 
released its gender equality action plan. 
The Statement outlines the ARC’s 
approach to gender equality in the NCGP 
and the expectations the ARC has for 
administering organisations (mainly 
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https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2018/05/11/info-rich-course-planning-apps-may-lower-grades
https://cepa.stanford.edu/content/how-data-driven-course-planning-tool-affects-college-students-gpa-evidence-two-field-experiments
https://www.insidehighered.com/college/243744/stanford-university
https://www.insidehighered.com/college/243744/stanford-university
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Australian universities) to support gender 
equality. The Action Plan outlines the 
ARC’s commitment to gender equality, 
and the plan is reviewed and updated on 
an annual basis. Activities include: 

• looking for ways to increase the 
number of women on ARC assessor 
committees with a gender 
imbalance 

• “identify initiatives to improve “the 
diversity of researchers” at ARC 
centres of excellence from 2020 

• review “provisions, requirements 
and management” of maternity 
and parent/partner leave under the 
National Competitive Grants 
Program. 

 
Call for postgraduate research students 
to be paid. The Council of Australian 
Postgraduate Associations (CAPA) has 
renewed its call for research students to 
be paid for their work, as the latest 
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures 
confirm that postgraduate students 
comprise the majority of human 
resources dedicated to research. 
 
Agreement with Elsevier cancelled over 
open access. A consortium of Swedish 
universities and research institutions will 
not renew its current contract with 
Elsevier that expires at the end of June, 
Times Higher Education reported on 16 
May. The move comes not long after 
academic institutions in other countries 
have let publishers’ subscriptions lapse 
when fee negotiations came to an 
impasse. Watch this space. 
 
Postgraduate researchers need tailored 
mental health support.  From Wonkhe: 
Postgraduate researchers face mental 
health and wellbeing issues just as 
undergraduate students do. But the 
factors driving these issues are often 
different, and this published report  
explores this and considers a tailored 
approach for the support of postgraduate 
researchers. 

 
Universities Quietly Collaborate with 
Facebook. At the end of 2016, 16 U.S. 
universities entered into an agreement 
with Facebook to help the company 
quickly develop new technologies. Now, 
a total of 30 institutions have signed up 
to the Sponsored Academic Research 
Agreement, or SARA, according to 

Facebook. But little is known about what 
they’ve been working on. Contacted by 
Inside Higher Ed, none of 16 original 
universities in the agreement disclosed 
any details of their work with Facebook, 
nor identified any researchers involved. 
 

(MORE) REPORTS AND 
RESOURCES 

 

 
 

Improving retention, completion and 
success in higher education 

 
The final report from the Higher 
Education Standards Panel Improving 
retention, completion and success in 
higher education was released early June 
and all 18 recommendations have been 
accepted by the Government. The Final 
report follows the release of a discussion 
paper in mid-2017 and around 6-8 
months of consultations across the 
sector. 
 
The report’s recommendations centre 
around: 

• improving the guidance available to 
school leavers and mature-age 
people prior to enrolment 

• the provision of careers advice to 
students by higher education 
institutions 

• the introduction of retention 
strategies with retention benchmarks 

• requiring institutions to have a 
strategy and implementation plan to 
improve overall student wellbeing 

• further developing and publishing the 
calculation of attrition rates that take 
into account key student 
characteristics so as to better reflect 
institutional differences 

• requiring the sector to work with 
Government to clarify definitions 
around attrition, completion, 
retention and student success; and 

• the introduction of a common 
student identifier across tertiary 
education. 

 
From 2020, additional funding for 
bachelor courses will be linked to 
performance outcomes, hence emphasis 
on strategies targeting attrition. 
 

2017 discussion paper also available at 
https://docs.education.gov.au/node/4412
1 
 
Sector submissions can be found at 
https://www.education.gov.au/submissio
ns-received-higher-education-standards-
panel-its-discussion-paper-improving-
retention 
 
Transparency and the marketplace for 

student data 
 

Fordham Center on Law and 
Information Policy (U.S.) 

 
The study first describes the legal 
framework for data brokers selling 
student information and shows that 
existing privacy laws do not encompass 
these activities. Next, the study shows 
what this commercial ecosystem looks 
like. Specifically, the study maps the 
types of commercial solicitations 
students receive, the identities of data 
brokers confirmed to advertise the sale of 
student information, sources of student 
data in the commercial marketplace, the 
types of student data offered for sale, 
and the ways in which data brokers 
package it. 
 
Based upon on the research and the large 
gap in law and regulation of the 
commercial marketplace for student 
data, the study offers a set of 
recommendations. 

 
Who is ready for the coming wave of 

automation? 
 

The automation readiness index: who is 
ready for the coming wave of 
automation? is an Economist Intelligence 
Unit report, commissioned by ABB. The 
analysis in the report is based on a new 
and original index, built by The 
Economist Intelligence Unit, as well as a 
series of in-depth interviews with subject 
matter experts from around the world. 

 
Data Opportunities in International 

Education and Training 
 

This report for Navitas from Nous 
examines the current state of 
international education and training (IET) 
data availability in Australia, its strengths 
and limitations, and identifies 
opportunities for improvement in data 
collection, integration, reporting and 
availability. Of interest, the report 
contains an appendix of avaialble 
international student data enrolments 
data sources (page 29-32). 
 

http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story=20180524144603116
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https://wonkhe.com/blogs/postgraduate-researchers-need-tailored-mental-health-support/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Monday%20Morning%20HE%20Briefing%20-%2021st%20May&utm_content=Monday%20Morning%20HE%20Briefing%20-%2021st%20May+CID_9930d91a69fede16ceedf33b3961a672&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=explains%20how%20Research%20England%20is%20working%20with%20the%20Catalyst%20projects%20to%20tackle%20the%20problem%20among%20postgraduates
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https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2018/05/21/research-universities-quietly-collaborate-facebook-what-are-they-working?utm_source=Inside+Higher+Ed&utm_campaign=ef2c7509a0-DNU20180111&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1fcbc04421-ef2c7509a0-199696337&mc_cid=ef2c7509a0&mc_eid=3aeeeba3f4
https://www.education.gov.au/news/release-final-report-improving-retention-completion-and-success-higher-education
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https://docs.education.gov.au/node/44121
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https://www.education.gov.au/submissions-received-higher-education-standards-panel-its-discussion-paper-improving-retention
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2018 State of EdTech Privacy Report 
 
From the US – The release of the 2018 
State of EdTech Privacy Report 
represents the culmination of research 
over the past three years in evaluating 
hundreds of education technology-
related applications and services. The 
report limits its findings to 100 privacy 
policies from popular edtech applications 
and services, as determined from 
interviews with various teachers, schools, 
and districts as well as total App Store 
downloads in a 12 month period. 
 

 
 
If you have access to The Chronicle of 
Higher Education – their report The 
Digital Campus: The Robot Has Arrived 
This special report of The Digital 
Campus examines how artificial 
intelligence is spreading quickly on 
college campuses, in ways both seen and 
unseen. New technologies — chatbots, 
“smart” buildings, the internet of things, 
predictive analytics, plagiarism-detection 
software — are taking on tasks previously 
handled by humans. 
 
Also of interest: 
Varying Degrees 2018: New America's 
Annual Survey on Higher Education 
 

ON THE MOVE 
 
La Trobe University has appointed Simon 
Evans as PVC of the College of Arts, 
Social Sciences and Commerce. He 
moves from the University of Melbourne. 
 

Juliet Gerrard is appointed the New 
Zealand PM’s chief science advisor. 
Professor Gerrard is a biochemist at the 
University of Auckland. 
 
The University of Canterbury has a new 
vice chancellor, Cheryl de la Rey, now VC 
at the University of Pretoria. She replaces 
Rod Carr, who retires after ten years. 
 
The leadership of the National Tertiary 
Education Union is standing down, with 
neither federal president Jeannie Rea 
nor general secretary Grahame 
McCulloch running for new terms. 
 
Anne Kelso has a second term as chair of 
the National Health and Medical 
Research Council. She has a further five 
years in the job, announced just three 
into her first term. 
 
Leanne Holt is appointed PVC 
Indigenous at Macquarie University. She 
joined MU in 2016 as director of 
indigenous strategy. 
 
Patrick Parkinson is leaving the 
University of Sydney for UoQ, where he 
will become head and academic dean of 
the school of law. 
 
Professor Tim Wess will be the 
University of the Sunshine Coast’s first 
deputy vice-chancellor (academic). He is 
currently executive dean of the Faculty of 
Science at Charles Sturt University, and is 
due to begin his new position in June. 
 
Professor Celine Boehm is the latest 
addition to the University of Sydney, and 
will act as the new head of the School of 
Physics. She is only the second woman in 
the university’s history to lead the school. 
 
Curtin University has appointed  
Professor Linley Lord as the pro vice-
chancellor of Curtin Singapore. She will 
focus on improving the university’s 
relationship with industry and 
government. 
 
John Shine is the new president of 
the Australian Academy of 
Science. Professor Shine is a renowned 
biochemist and molecular biologist. 
 
Curtin University’s new head of the 
school of public health will be Rosa Alati. 
She will move from the University of 
Queensland later in the year. 
 
Deborah Terry will continue as Curtin 
University VC for a second term, taking 
her through to 2023. 
 

Kevin Scarce is appointed to a third term 
as chancellor of the University of 
Adelaide. 
 
Edith Cowan University has hired 
business development banker Phillip 
Holley to lead growth strategy and 
customer experience. 
 
New QUT VC Margaret Sheil has created 
three new executive positions. Helen 
Klaebe will be the inaugural PVC for 
graduate research and development. 
Professor Klaebe is now dean, research 
and training. QUT will also recruit a PVC 
for indigenous strategy, who will report 
direct to Professor Sheil, and a PVC for 
digital learning. 
 
David Gallagher has been appointed the 
inaugural Malcolm Broomhead chair in 
finance at the University of Queensland 
Business School. 
 
Lara McKay is moving back to the 
University of Melbourne after running 
marketing communications for the Gold 
Coast Commonwealth Games but will 
return to become master of Ormond 
College. 
 
Nick Birbilis is moving from Monash to 
ANU where he will be deputy dean of 
engineering and computer science. 
 
Simon Wilkie will be the next dean of 
business and economics at Monash 
University. He joins from the University 
of Southern California. 
 

BOOK REVIEWS 
 

 
 

Accelerated Universities (Global 
Perspectives on Higher Education) 

 
Philip G. Altbach, Liz Reisberg, Isak 

Froumin, Jamil Salmi 
During the past several decades, several 
"highly-resourced, accelerated research 
universities" have been established 
around the world to pursue--and achieve-
-academic and research excellence. 
These institutions are entirely new, not 
existing universities that were 

https://www.commonsense.org/education/blog/2018-state-of-edtech-privacy-report
https://www.commonsense.org/education/blog/2018-state-of-edtech-privacy-report
https://www.chronicle.com/specialreport/The-Digital-Campus-The-Robot/197
https://www.chronicle.com/specialreport/The-Digital-Campus-The-Robot/197
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/varying-degrees-2018/executive-summary/
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/varying-degrees-2018/executive-summary/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9004366083/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=9004366083&linkId=9d1bfdedd4a28a4ded35127e3394b251
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/9004366083/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=9004366083&linkId=9d1bfdedd4a28a4ded35127e3394b251
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reconfigured. Accelerated 
Universities provides case studies of eight 
such universities and highlights the 
lessons to be learned from these 
examples. 
 

 
 
News, Numbers and Public Opinion in a 

Data-Driven World 
 

An Nguyen (ed.) 
 
A former journalist and veteran in this 
field of study, Nguyen’s edited volume 
showcases international research on the 
integration of statistical reasoning in 
journalistic education, production and 
consumption. Bringing together 
perspectives from journalism, public 
relations, communication, mathematics 
and statistics, the collection offers a lively 
dialogue across disciplines that have 
often kept each other at arm’s length. 
 
Book review from Inside Higher Ed 
 

 
 

Meltdown: Why Our Systems Fail and 
What We Can Do About It  

 
Chris Clearfield and András Tilcsik 

 
If you’ve spent time either within a 
campus IT organisation, or have worked 
closely with one, you know that they 
display many of the characteristics that 
lead to meltdownThe authors 
of Meltdown step through a range of 
systems, technical, and organisational 
failures in order to draw some unified 
conclusions about calamities. All cases of 
meltdowns share a few common traits. 
 

 
 

Feeling Academic in the Neoliberal 
University: Feminist Flights, Fights and 

Failures 
 

Yvette Taylor and Kinneret Lahad 
 
This book offers a contemporary account 
of what it means to inhabit academia as a 
privilege, risk, entitlement or a failure. 
Drawing on international perspectives 
from a range of academic disciplines, it 
asks whether feminist spaces can offer 
freedom or flight from the corporatized 
and commercialized neoliberal 
university. 
 
Book review by Charlotte Mathieson in 
LSE Impact Blog 
 
One to watch out for in 2019: 
Transforming the University in the 21st 
Century, The Next Generation of Higher 
Education. 
 
Reading the Trend Lines Reshaping 
Education: A Look at Bryan Alexander’s 
Book in Progress 

EdSurge sat down with perhaps the most 
well-known futurist of higher education, 
Bryan Alexander, who is working on new 
book tentatively titled Transforming the 
University in the 21st Century, The Next 
Generation of Higher Education, 
expected to come out next year. 
Alexander is also a consultant, speaker 
and researcher. He puts out a monthly 
report called “Future Trends in 
Technology in Education,” and he hosts a 
weekly video called the Future Trends 
Forum. 

POSITIONS VACANT 
 

 

There are currently no listed vacancies. If you 
wish to list a job, please go to Submit Job. 

LOOKING FOR SOME 
TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT? 

See our Training and Development webpage 
focused on training for institutional 
researchers. 

 

Higher Education Information 
Management System (HEIMS).  

Visit the HEIMSHELP Training page with 
details of the training resources that are 
available to help you meet reporting and 
verification deadlines 

LOOKING FOR HIGHER 
EDUCATION 

CONFERENCES AND 
EVENTS? 

 
Here is a selection of upcoming events that 
may be of interest. See our Events/Fora 
webpage for more national and 
international events. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1501330357/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1501330357&linkId=3751aeee38c36a6129336e34f6377e84
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1501330357/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=1501330357&linkId=3751aeee38c36a6129336e34f6377e84
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2018/05/27/book-review-news-numbers-and-public-opinion-in-a-data-driven-world-edited-by-an-nguyen/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0735222630/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0735222630&linkId=3b746b703f7bd3416b62be2f7c472736
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0735222630/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0735222630&linkId=3b746b703f7bd3416b62be2f7c472736
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3319642235/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=3319642235&linkId=3666d1503b522e2b4603a106e636fb48
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3319642235/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=3319642235&linkId=3666d1503b522e2b4603a106e636fb48
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3319642235/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=3319642235&linkId=3666d1503b522e2b4603a106e636fb48
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3319642235/ref=as_li_qf_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=aair-20&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=3319642235&linkId=3666d1503b522e2b4603a106e636fb48
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2018/06/03/book-review-feeling-academic-in-the-neoliberal-university-feminist-flights-fights-and-failures-edited-by-yvette-taylor-and-kinneret-lahad/
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2018-05-21-reading-the-trend-lines-reshaping-education-a-look-at-bryan-alexander-s-book-in-progress
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2018-05-21-reading-the-trend-lines-reshaping-education-a-look-at-bryan-alexander-s-book-in-progress
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2018-05-21-reading-the-trend-lines-reshaping-education-a-look-at-bryan-alexander-s-book-in-progress
http://aair.org.au/jobs-board/submit-job/
http://aair.org.au/event-location/professional-development/
http://heimshelp.education.gov.au/sites/heimshelp/support/pages/training#content.
http://aair.org.au/event-location/aair/
http://aair.org.au/higher-ed-jobs/
http://heimshelp.education.gov.au/sites/heimshelp/support/pages/training#content.
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ATEM have released their 2018 event 
calendar 
https://www.atem.org.au/documents/ite
m/790 

11th National Policy Officers 
Conference 

25–29 June, Hyatt Hotel, Canberra 

Liquid Learning’s 11th National Policy 
Officers’ Conference will bring together 
senior public servants and seasoned 
policy professionals to delve into the 
entire life-cycle of policy. They will 
explore contemporary approaches and 
potential solutions to overcome policy’s 
most common challenges. AAIR 
members receive 10% discount. 

 

 

HERDSA: (Re) Valuing Education 

2–5 July 2018, Adelaide, Australia 

HERDSA offers an annual international 
conference on topical teaching and 
learning issues with opportunities to 
meet colleagues with similar interests, 
exchange ideas about teaching and 
learning and learn about current 
developments from experienced 
researchers and practitioners. 

STARS Conference 

 

8-11 July 2018, Auckland, New Zealand 

Registrations are still open for the 2018 
Conference. The STARS Conference 
provides the opportunity to disseminate 
and discuss current research, good 
practice, emerging initiatives and 
leading-edge ideas that are aimed at 
enhancing students’ tertiary learning 
experiences 

Financial Modelling for Higher 
Education Workshops 

18–19 July, Melbourne 

25–26 July, Sydney 

More than ever, it is crucial for Higher 
Education finance professionals to create 
more forward looking accurate models 

based on relevant data to provide leaders 
with the metrics to drive organisational 
direction. This intensive two-day 
workshop will rapidly enhance the hard 
and soft skill sets of participants. AAIR 
members receive 10% discount. 

AAIR SIG Forum 2018 

 

26–27 July, 2018, Canberra, Australia 

The theme for this year’s forum is: 

"Politics, Planning and Performance: 
Good Governance Starts How?” 

The 2018 Forum will be hosted by the 
University of Canberra and held at 
Rydges Capital Hill on the edge of the 
parliamentary triangle, only a few 
hundred metres from Parliament House.  

40th Annual EAIR Forum 2018 
Budapest 

 

26–29 August 2018 Central European 
University, Hungary 

EAIR - The European Higher Education 
Society. Linking research, policy and 
practice Conference Theme: Competition, 
Collaboration and Complementarity in 
Higher Education. 

 

The Higher Education Institutional 
Research (HEIR) Network is calling for 
abstracts for its HEIR Conference the 
Changing Landscape of Higher 
Education – Challenges and 
Opportunities for Institutional 
Research. The Conference is on 20–21 
September 2018 in Dublin, Ireland. 

Higher Education Executive Assistants 
Intensive 

10–11 October, Melbourne 

16–17 October, Sydney 

Within an evolving and dynamic Higher 
Education sector, executive support 
professionals are faced with demanding 
expectations. This two-day intensive is 
designed to equip Higher Education 
Executive Assistants with the knowledge 
and practical tools to develop 
professional excellence and step up as an 
expert influencer in their organisation. 
AAIR members receive 10% discount. 

 

 

12th Higher Education Women's 
Leadership Summit 

14–15 November, Rendezvous Hotel, 
Melbourne, Australian 

The 12th Higher Education Women's 
Leadership Summit will provide you with 
the skills, strategies and technical know-
how to transform your leadership journey 
and make your way to the top. Unleash 
your potential, connect with like-minded 
professionals and kickstart your 
leadership journey. AAIR members 
receive 10% discount - Use booking 
code Q3. 

 

 

ASCILITE 2018 

25–28 November 2018, Deakin 
University at their Waterfront Campus 
in Gheringhap Street, Geelong, 
Australia 

35th International Conference on 
Innovation, Practice and Research in the 
Use of Educational Technologies in 
Tertiary Education 

 

 

AAIR Forum 19–21 November, 
Melbourne, Australia 

https://www.atem.org.au/documents/item/790
https://www.atem.org.au/documents/item/790
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/POC0618A/POC0618A_Q1.pdf
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/POC0618A/POC0618A_Q1.pdf
http://herdsa2018.aomevents.com.au/
http://unistars.org/
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/FMHE0718A/FMHE0718A_Q1.pdf
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/FMHE0718A/FMHE0718A_Q1.pdf
https://leishman.eventsair.com/QuickEventWebsitePortal/aair-sig-2018/aair-sig-info-site
http://www.eairweb.org/forum2018/
http://www.eairweb.org/forum2018/
http://www.rcsi.ie/heir2018
http://www.rcsi.ie/heir2018
http://www.rcsi.ie/heir2018
http://www.rcsi.ie/heir2018
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/HEAW1018A/HEAW1018A_Q1.pdf
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/HEAW1018A/HEAW1018A_Q1.pdf
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/HLW1118A/HLW1118A_Q3.pdf
http://liquidlearning.com/documents/HLW1118A/HLW1118A_Q3.pdf
http://ascilite.org/2018-conference/
http://www.aairforum.com.au/
http://www.aairforum.com.au/
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We invite you to save the date for the 
29th AAIR Annual Forum, Reflecting on 
the Past, Experiencing the Present, 
Shaping the Future. Join us this 
November in the trend-setting 
metropolis of Melbourne. 

Specialists will converge on the city to 
discuss key issues in the sector and we 
encourage first timers and veteran 
AAIRies alike to submit an abstract and 
be part of the concurrent sessions. 

Discussion topics will include:  

• The Evolving Role of the 
Institutional Researcher 

• Justifying the Value of Higher 
Education and Research 

• Evidence Based Strategic Planning 
and Implementation 

• Benchmarking for Continuous 
Quality Improvement 

• Informing Learning and Teaching 
through Evaluation and Surveys 

• Realising Benefits - The Role of 
Institutional Research in 
Transformation Projects 

• Compliance and Government 
Reporting Reform 

• Business Intelligence, Analytics, 
Visualisation and Modelling - The 
Foundations of IR. 

 

 
 

TEQSA Conference 2018 
 

28-30 November, Grand Hyatt, Melbourne, 
Australia 

The theme for this year's 
conference – Innovation, Excellence, 
Diversity – will explore key objects of the 
TEQSA Act which call for us to protect and 
enhance these values in Australian higher 
education. The additional student theme will 
continue important discussions and 
involvement of students championed at last 
year's conference. Registrations and call for 
papers now open. 

 
 
Save the Date – AAIRies from the Last 
Century Dinner 
 
18 November (prior to AAIR Forum, 
Melbourne) 
 
Following on from the very successful 
‘Original AAIRies’ dinner held as part of the 
2014 Forum, Roni and Wendy are planning a 
follow-up ‘ AAIRies from the Last Century’ 
dinner which will precede the upcoming 29th 
AAIR Forum in Melbourne. This dinner will 
not be part of the official 2018 AAIR Forum, 
so you don’t have to be registered to the 
main Forum to attend. 
 

 
(Pictured: AAIRies from 2014 Reunion Dinner 
– Past Presidents) 
 
Feel free to send on the message to any 
other early AAIRies who might be interested. 
In fact, please let us know and/or do some 
scouting if possible to find where your former 
AAIR colleagues/friends are, as we’ve 
unfortunately lost contact with many original 
AAIRies. More information about the dinner 
will be sent out to potential/interested 
attendees and posted on the AAIR website 
closer to the date. 
 

 
(Pictured: AAIRies from 2014 Reunion Dinner, 
Life Members Nick Booth and Roni 
McDowell) 
Register your interest in the Last Century 
Dinner event 

 

 
 

AUSTRALIAN NETWORK 
OF UNIVERSITY 

PLANNERS (ANUP) 
SPOT 

 

 
 

Dear AAIRies, 
 
Greetings from your ANUP friends! 
 
So, who are your ANUP friends, you ask? 
ANUP is the Australian Network of 
University Planners, and as the name 
suggests, it is an informal advisory group 
consisting of planning directors or their 
equivalent. The ANUP membership 
comprises one representative member 
from each higher education provider 
across Australia. 
 
As I step down as Chair of the ANUP, I 
wanted to take the opportunity to thank 
Liesha Northover and the whole AAIR 
team for their great support of ANUP. 
 
Behind the scenes, AAIR has assisted 
ANUP with managing our member 
meetings, managing our finances and 
developing a fledgling website, which we 
invite you to visit at anup.aair.org.au. 
 
I have been Chair of ANUP for the past 
two years, and during this time we have 
continued our regular benchmarking 
activities and established local member 
groups in some states. We have also 
strengthened our working relationships 
with key stakeholders, such as the 
Department of Education and Training, 
Universities Australia and the Social 
Research Centre (the administrator of 
the QILT surveys), and we are now 
represented on various national working 
groups. 

https://www.teqsa.gov.au/teqsa-conference
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/last-century-dinner-tickets-46000505751?ct=t(Last-Century-Dinner_2018-05-11)
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/last-century-dinner-tickets-46000505751?ct=t(Last-Century-Dinner_2018-05-11)
http://anup.aair.org.au/
http://anup.aair.org.au/
file:///C:/Users/040675/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/6P0EQJ0M/anup.aair.org.au
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ANUP has also sought to develop 
connections with other networks across 
the Australian higher education sector, 
such as the CFO’s network, Australian 
University Senior Finance Officers Group 
(AUSFOG), and the CIO’s network, 
Council of Australasian University 
Directors of Information Technology 
(CAUDIT). Internationally, we have 
continued our engagement with the 
Higher Education Planning in Asia 
(HEPA) Forum, and we have developed a 
relationship with our sister organisation, 
Higher Education Strategic Planners 
Association (HESPA), in the UK. 
 
Finally, we have embarked on developing 
a strategic plan to clarify where ANUP 
will focus its efforts in coming years. The 
plan is likely to include an emphasis on 
providing thought leadership for the 
sector on targeted planning and policy 
matters, strengthening benchmarking 
and knowledge sharing between 
members, and instituting induction 
activities for new members. 

 
So, we have been busy! But, it is now 
time for a new Chair to steer the next 
phase of ANUP’s evolution. I am pleased 
to announce that our new Chair is Omer 
Yezdani, Director of the Office of 
Planning and Strategic Management at 
ACU. Omer will provide periodic updates 
about ANUP’s activities in future AAIR 
newsletters. 
 
There is certainly scope for strengthening 
ANUP and AAIR collaboration further, 
and I know Omer and the Executive 
Committee will be looking at that as they 
move forward. 
 
Kind regards 
Martin Hanlon 
Immediate Past Chair (2016–2018), 
ANUP 

CALL FOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

 

Issue 7, July 2018 

A great way to get involved with the 
AAIR community is to share your 
thoughts and ideas. Do you have 
something you would like to share with 
your IR colleagues? The next AAIR 
Newsletter will be published in late July 
2018. Please send your contributions to 
the editor@aair.org.au by July 13, 2018. 

A reminder about the organisations’ 
social media links to keep you up-to-
date and in touch with all the latest 
news and events. 

 

    

 

AAIR on Twitter @AAIRaustralasia 
 

 
 
Tracy Creagh 
Editor, The Institutional Researcher 

http://www.ausfog.com/
http://www.ausfog.com/
https://www.caudit.edu.au/
https://www.caudit.edu.au/
https://www.hespa.ac.uk/events/annual-conference/
https://www.hespa.ac.uk/events/annual-conference/
http://www.hespa.ac.uk/
http://www.hespa.ac.uk/
http://aair.org.au/institutional-researchers-corner/2018/01/five-questions-with-omer-yezdani/
http://aair.org.au/institutional-researchers-corner/2018/01/five-questions-with-omer-yezdani/
mailto:editor@aair.org.au
https://twitter.com/AAIRaustralasia?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/aairforum/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/australasian-association-for-institutional-research
https://twitter.com/aairaustralasia
https://www.flickr.com/photos/126542504@N06/
http://aair.org.au/resources/newsletter-sign-up/

